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ABSTRACT
This document will serve to encompass the work done throughout the year by senior design
group F45. The first portion of this document consists of our team’s Statement of Work which
serves to provide a roadmap for the senior design project being carried. It describes the
background research and further describes the objectives of the project as we continue moving
forward. The next portion consists of or team’s Preliminary Design Report and describes the
design justification and further describes how our team arrived at the design that was
constructed as the concept prototype. Additionally, we will discuss what our next steps are to
improve our prototype to create a final product. This section is then followed by the Critical
Design Report which will serve to provide full details of our design as well a sound vision as to
how we plan on meeting the specifications that were outlined in our Preliminary Design
Review. This document will specifically focus on the justification of our system design, our
manufacturing plan, and the various safety and testing measures we plan on utilizing on our
final design. Regarding the analysis, this will mainly be focused on static stress simulations that
were run in order to ensure the weight bearing capabilities of certain subsystems. Preliminary
speed calculations regarding our selected gearing ratio will also be included. Our manufacturing
plan will cover the procedures that will be used to create components that cannot be obtained
from traditional off the shelf sources. The design verification plan will serve to cover many of
the safety measures that we are taking in our final design, as well as tests that we will be
running to ensure usability and comfort. Lastly, The Final Design Report will show our the
results of the manufacturing process as well and testing results, we will discuss any changes
made since the CDR, as well as recommendations on where to go next with the project.
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INTRODUCTION
This document serves as a report for the work we have done for the entirety of our senior
project. Our senior project consisted of communicating with our sponsor, Dana Gough, that
tasked us with constructing an attachment for the TI-Lite wheelchair that can improve the
manual propulsion efficiency. This report presents four separate parts: the Scope of Work
(SOW), Preliminary Design Report (PDR), Critical Design Report (CDR), and Final Design Report
(FDR). These reports were all made separately then combined into one document that details
each stage of this project.

PART I: SCOPE OF WORK
1.1 BACKGROUND
In our initial background research, we managed to find multiple existing products and patents
pertaining to a similar function to our design. We came across designs that ranged from electric
motors to manual propulsion wheelchairs being manufactured for people in developing
countries. We acknowledge that there are plenty of existing products to meet most of the
requirements of our customer needs. However, we believe that our customer’s needs can only
be met by our product as we will tailor to their needs and requirements.

1.1.1 Customer Research
To gain a better understanding of the wants and needs of our customers we met with Mr.
Gough and discussed what he struggles most with in his wheelchair. We had the opportunity to
understand the problem through his perspective and experiences. Listed below are his
requirements and main concerns he expressed.
§ Easy attachment procedure to the lower frame of the wheelchair
§ Locked into place when attached
§ Only designing one product that can be used on either side of the wheelchair
§ Needs to fit through 36” door
§ Modified wheelchair is desired to meet regulations and requirements that classify it as a
wheelchair
§ Most parts, such as gears and tires, are interchangeable with different brands of bike
parts
§ Braking system for turning and stopping
§ Can handle rough terrain for outdoor use
§ Adjustable handlebars to adapt to force required and user dimensions

1.1.2 Product Research

In our product research we found many alternative designs that eliminate the standard method
of propelling a wheelchair forward. These products satisfy some of our customers'
requirements and ignore others, so they are very important to observe and generate ideas
from. Mainly in our research we found competitor designs that address the same wants our

customers have. Each competitor's design is listed below and a description of what
requirements the product fulfills and where it may fall short is provided.
The design that meets most of the wants and needs of our customers is Rio Mobility’s pivot
dual lever drive attachment. This product attaches to any standard wheelchair with a pin
connection. Included are wheels with a built-in lever drive and braking systems for both sides of
the wheelchair. Important features highlighted in this design include the universal pin and rod
attachment, the braking system actuated by the lever, the adjustable lever arm height, ability
to switch between forward and reverse, and the 5-speed gear shifting capabilities.

Figure 1. RIO Mobility - "Pivot Dual Lever Drive Attachment" [1]
Wijit produces a design like the product above: the “Voyager” and “Tetra”. These are names
given to the advanced lever system shown in Figure 2. This design has speed shifting
capabilities with a simple rotating knob on the lever. The lever provides full 90° motion allowing
for long and short strokes. A rod and pin connection makes the wheel able to attach to any
wheelchair. There is a braking system and parking brake incorporated in the wheel. What also
makes this design unique is that the wheels come with standard wheelchair push/pull rims.
These are most likely present for improved turning ability and full 360° rotation.

Figure 2. Wijit - "Voyager/Tetra" [2]
This next product was initially designed by Amos Winter in a MIT lab to provide a resource of
easier mobility for developing countries. GRIT is now the company that manufactures and
distributes these wheelchairs. In the initial product, Winter designed a wheelchair that utilizes
simple gear system to propel the wheelchair forwards and backwards. There is no braking
system other than using the lever arms to press down on the tires to slow down. Other features
include Front wheel for incoming obstacles, adjustable footplate, parking brakes, and handles
for non-wheelchair users to push wheelchair if needed. Overall, this wheelchair is designed to
withstand all terrains for people to enjoy the outdoors without struggling to use a regular
wheelchair. An additional feature that emphasizes the simplicity of the model is that all parts
are interchangeable, and the wheelchair is easily disassembled for easy transportation and
storage. The main features that we could potentially benefit from considering would be the
simple gear system that is implemented into the design of the wheelchair. A key issue that
doesn’t allow this product to fulfill the needs of our customer is that this product is not
universal as you must purchase the entire wheelchair to take advantage of the key features.
Additionally, the prices for these wheelchair models range from $2,995 to $5,495.

Figure 3. GRIT - "Leverage Freedom Chair" [3]

Our sponsor Mr. Gough provided us with a design idea for the gear system that would attach to
the center of a wheelchair wheel. This gear mechanism is called “retro-direct drive” and it is
special because in both clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation the chain continually moves
forward. For example, a retro-direct drive bicycle allows the user to travel forwards from
pedaling both forwards and backwards. There is great potential for increased efficiency if this
gear mechanism were to be applied to a wheelchair wheel. Figure 4 below demonstrates the
motion of retro-direct drive.

Figure 4. Retro-direct drive gear and chain motion [4]
This next company is based off in Europe that is developed an attachment for 22”, 24”, and 25”
tires on wheelchairs. The attachment is a quick “snap-on” product that allows for quick
transition into improved mobility when needed. Key features that could be incorporated into
our design is the braking and reverse transition that is used with this attachment. The transition
is easily switched between forward drive to reverse drive with the application of the lever and
braking with force applied to the lever onto the tire. This allows the user to not have to touch
the wheel. In addition, the company claims that their attachment reduces the force required to
self-propel by up to 40%. Overall, this product seems to meet most requirements of our
customer, but it seems to lack the availability of adjusting the handle to create more push and it
does not meet the requirement of going forward on both push and pull of the lever.
Furthermore, our team believes that the functionality of the attachment does not seem like it
would be able to handle the terrain that our customer is wanting to be on.

Figure 5. Langhej - "NuDrive Air" [5]

1.1.3 Patent Research
In addition to our existing product research, we conducted patent research to help guide in
what other products might exist so that we can see the advantages and disadvantages in these
patented products. We were successful in finding patents for attachments and modifications
for wheelchairs that met the needs similar to our customer’s. The main objective of these
patented products was to propel and ease the mobility of the wheelchair. Shown in appendix
A.I.1 , we listed just a few patents that we believe are useful for us to take ideas and to improve
the areas in which they lack. For example, in the patent “Systems and Modeling for Propelling a
Wheelchair”, we are given data and examples of products to meet most of our customer’s
needs. We will be able to improve and develop off these examples to adapt to meet our own
customer’s needs.

1.2 OBJECTIVES
One of the biggest things that many wheelchair users are burdened with is the inefficiencies of
manual propulsion. Traditional wheelchairs are very taxing on the upper body and traveling up

Figure 6. Concept sketch of retro-direct drive wheelchair
inclines can be problematic given the lack of a braking system. Although electric options do
exist, the cost can make them an unreasonable option for many users.
Figure 6 pictured above shows our proposed solution to the problem described. The
components in red and blue indicate what our team will be designing. A single bar will serve at
the main mounting piece for all our components, helping keep modifications to the wheelchair
to a minimum. This bar will have three main mounting locations for the front sprocket, rear
sprocket, and the quick release point. A lever attached to the front sprocket will serve as the
means of propulsion, and we will achieve forward motion on both the push and pull of the lever
by using a retro-direct drive.

1.2.1 Design Considerations
After speaking with our sponsor and talking into account all his requests, our team split these
requests into two separate columns based on what we believed were essential needs for the
design, and what were added luxuries. The table below shows the conclusions we ultimately
came to.
Table 1 gives us a clear indication as to what issues our team should prioritize, and which issues
we can be a bit more flexible with. As our team enters the design phase of the project, this

section of the SOW will be referenced as a contract with our sponsor as to what we guarantee
will end up in the final design, and what will be a bonus.
Table 1. Table of Needs/Wants
NEEDS

WANTS

Hand Brakes
Generate Motion on Push and Pull
Lever Operated
Can handle Rougher Terrain
Will still be classified as a wheelchair
Universal mounting for Ti Lite Chairs

Adjustable Levers
Can Fit Through Narrow Spaces
Use off the shelf parts
Universal mounting for all wheelchairs

Using the table of wants/needs, we were able to construct a functional decomposition tree to
identify the design goals of our team more clearly. Figure 7 below shows all our team’s design
goals, and how that are interconnected. At the very top we have the main goal, which is to
create a manual propulsion wheelchair. We then broke that goal down into smaller subtasks,
and then broke those down further if necessary.

Figure 7. Functional Decomposition Tree

1.2.2 Quality Function Deployment
To ensure we meet all our customers' needs and wants we began a Quality Function
Deployment process. A QFD house of quality chart can be found in Appendix A.I.2 for a visual
reference on what is being discussed in this section. we began by identifying who our potential
customers would be, and what their needs would be with in relation to the problem. We then
tried to correlate these needs to certain engineering specifications which can be tested. The
needs that have a strong correlation top specification will be analyzed during the testing phase,
those that don’t are classified as design considerations.

1.2.3 Engineering Specifications
Given the large amount of flexibility given to our team by our sponsor, there weren’t many
specific measurable values that our sponsor was insistent we meet. Our team conjured up
engineering specifications that we will attempt to adhere to during the design phase of our
project. Table 2 lists these specifications as well as the target values, and overall risk to the design
if we fail to meet them. All these specifications will be analyzed in detail during the testing phase
of our project.
Table 2. Engineering Specifications
DESCRIPTION
Width
(Including chair)
Product Weight
Force Requirement
Speed
Weight Capacity
Cost

TARGET
36’’

TOLERANCE
MAX

RISK
M

COMPLIANCE
I

10 lbs
30 lbf
15 mph
265 lbs
N/A

MAX
MAX
MAX
MIN
MAX

M
M
L
H
H

A
T, A
T, A
T, S
A

Width: A standard doorway is 36” wide, so it is critical that we keep the overall width of the
wheelchair below this value for it to be used indoors
Product Weight: The weight of the wheelchair is roughly 30 pounds; our goal is to keep the
overall increase in weight of the wheelchair to around 33%
Force Requirement: According to an old army document, the average person can easily
generate 30 lbf on a push and pull. our goal is to keep the force needed to push the levers at or
below this 30 lbf force value.
Speed: 15 mph is a typical cruising speed on a bicycle, we would like this to be the max value
that can be reached by the wheelchair on a flat plane
Weight Capacity: The standard weight limit for Ti Lite wheelchairs is 265 lbs, our goal is for our
design to be structurally sound enough to maintain this weight capacity
Cost: As of now, there is no max budget on our project, that being said we will keep costs low
by using mainly off the shelf bicycle parts and keeping manufactured parts to a minimum

1.3 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This project will span three ten-week quarters, with each quarter focusing on wither designing,
building, or testing. Table 3 below shows due dates for some of the key deliverables that we
have planned for this project. A more thorough breakdown of our project timeline is available
on the Gannt chart located in Appendix A.I.3. Leading up to the PDR, the main tasks our team
will be working on are the creation of concept prototypes, as well as the initial CAD and analysis
for these prototypes.

Table 3. Important documents and dates of completion
Deliverables
Concept Prototype
Preliminary Design Report
Interim Design Review
Manufacturing Plan/Drawings
Critical Design Review
Safety Review
Manufacturing & Test Review
Project Expo
Final Report Due

Date
11/9/21
11/18/21
1/13/22
1/27/22
2/11/21
2/17/21
3/10/22
5/27/22
6/3/22

Overall, our design should be able to accomplish three main tasks. In the upcoming stages of
our process, we will be beginning the ideation process to have a generate ideas for our initial
design stage. After our initial meeting with our sponsor, we received very important and guising
information that will help us in our development of our concept prototype. We plan on
collaborating and brainstorming in the upcoming weeks, as well as meeting with our sponsor to
give updates and feedback on our prototype.

1.4 CONCLUSION
This document will serve as a definition for the scope of work in this project and will outline the
project timeline. Moving forward we will seek our sponsor’s approval of the topics and ideas
presented in this document. With the approval and agreement of the Wheelwhip team and the
sponsor Dana Gough, we will move forward with ideation, preliminary design and eventually
conceptual prototyping of the retro-direct drivetrain and subsequent systems. The next major
deliverable will be a Preliminary Design Review and a Preliminary Design Report. These
documents will describe the results from our conceptual design phase and will outline our top
designs that the team will continue to move forward with. These designs will address potential
hazards and safety concerns as well as provide plans for construction and testing of the final
design. The next major milestone, the Preliminary Design Review presentation, will be completed
on November 16, 2021.

PART II: PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT
2.1 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Prior to beginning the ideation process, we concluded that our design would consist of four
main features. A main cross bar that that will mount using the quick release pin and will house
the front and rear sprockets. A lever that will be used to drive our manual propulsion. A

mechanism to mount the main cross bar onto the front of the wheelchair. And a brake system
that allows for safe deceleration, as well as keeping the wheelchair stationary during nonuse.
Given that these features are independent of one another, we ultimately decided that the best
way to go about our ideation process was to focus on each feature separately, and then at the
end, take the best concept for each feature and integrate them together to get our final design.

2.1.1 Main Frame
To make sure our design stays universal but at the same time adjustable for different bike parts,
we need to design a main frame to consider those specifications. Additionally, the main needs
to consider how to make sure we distribute the stress at the mounting point. We have
previously decided that our mounting point has the be at the quick release hole where the
regular wheel is attached. This will make it easier to attach and detach in a short period of time.
Furthermore, to make sure that we are keeping this attachment universal, we wanted to make
the location of the gears as adjustable as possible. This means that the user will have the
flexibility of changing gear locations to accommodate for arm length and desired gear ratios.
We also wanted to create ideas as to how we can change the lengths of the main frame so that
it could fit on different wheelchair frames.
After these considerations and specifications, our team chose five designs for the main frame
that we believe fit the criterion the best. In Figure 8, we can see the 5 different ideations and
their descriptions.

This bar is built to attach the bracket that connects to
the axle, but it only has stationary gears.

This bar is connected to the quick release mounting
point and has different holes on the bar that can
change the location of the gears by attaching it with a
nut and bolt.
This bar is connected to the axle bracket and the
gears can change its location with a sliding slot that is
cut into the bracket.

The length of the bar is changed with a unscrewing
and screwing the length of each side of the mounting
point for the gear. This will allow for a change in the
gear location and universal to different leg rest
distances.

This bar is similar to bar 2 with the different holes for
the gears but instead there is a pin that can locked in
using some sort of locking washer.

Figure 8. Main Frame Ideations
The designs of the frame are next weighted with different criteria that help us identify which
bar/frame can best represent the system we are trying to create. The criteria that are
presented in Table 4 is what our team is most important for the frame to fulfill so that we can
make sure that it is practical. Additionally, our weight values were generated by making sure
that the important criteria drives the design decision. The sum of the weight values for each
criterion is 1 to make sure we are not giving too much value to a specific criterion.
Table 4. Weighted Decision Matrix for Main Bar Design
CRITERIA
Aesthetic
Ease
of Attachment
Compatibility
Ease of
Attachment
Number of
Components
Manufacturability
Cost
Lightweight
TOTAL

Bar #1
Bar #2
Bar #3
Bar #4
Bar #5
WEIGHT SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL
0.09
1
0.09
4
0.36
5
0.45
2
0.18
3
0.27
0.08
0.25

5
1

0.4
0.25

3
2

0.24
0.5

4
3

0.32
0.75

2
5

0.16
1.25

1
4

0.08
1

0.07

1

0.07

2

0.14

4

0.28

5

0.35

3

0.21

0.07
0.2
0.1
0.14

5
5
4
5

0.35
1
0.4
0.7

1
3
2
2

0.07
0.6
0.2
0.28

3
2
5
4

0.21
0.4
0.5
0.56

2
1
1
1

0.14
0.2
0.1
0.14

4
4
3
3

0.28
0.8
0.3
0.42

3.26

2.39

3.47

2.52

3.36

2.1.2 Lever
The lever used in our design will be the main point of contact for the user therefore,
ergonomics and adjustability are extremely important. One of the key features of our lever will
be a quick release pin that will make toolless, on the fly length adjustment possible. The
additional length can be used for additional torque when climbing hilly terrain, and a shorter
lever may be preferred for when wide open spaces make additional speed useful. Our front
lever must attach to the front sprocket in order to drive the rest of the system. Our goal for this
attachment is to use readily available bike parts to keep costs lower. Given these criteria we
considered six different designs as shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. Considered Lever Adjustment Methods
These six designs were then considered using a weighted decision matrix. From this matrix we
were able to conclude that the pin in hole design would best serve our needs. The results of this
matrix can be found in Table 5 below.
Table 5. Weighted Decision Matrix for Lever Adjustability
Specification

Weight

4

Fixed
Lever
1

Twist
Lock
2

Range of
Adjustability
On the Fly
Adjustment
Reliability
Cost
Design
Compatibility
Usability
Manufacturability
Aesthetic
Total:

Single Point Spring In
Thread
Post
4
3

Pin in
Hole
3

Telescoping
Pole
4

4

1

4

3

4

4

4

5
5
3

5
5
3

3
2
1

3
3
2

5
4
2

5
4
3

3
2
1

3
4
2
30

3
4
1
23

3
1
2
18

2
2
2
21

3
3
2
26

3
4
1
27

2
1
2
19

2.1.3 Front Mounting
The front mounting mechanism is a crucial part of our design since it serves as one of two
points that will be connected to the wheelchair frame, as show in Figure 10 below. Although
most of the stress will be taken by mounting point one due to its proximity to the center of
gravity, it is essential that the front mounting point be rigid and sturdy since it will be
responsible for keeping the vertical motion of the main frame to a minimum since mounting

point one is a pin connection that only prevents lateral motion. The manufacturability of this
component also must be considered since we are aiming for a simplistic design that keeps costs
as low as possible.

Figure 10. Mounting Locations for Main Frame
Given this criterion, we were able to come up with five designs that we believed posed as viable
solutions. Figure 11 below gives brief descriptions of each design and shows their basic
intended implementation.
A plastic clip located on the front end of the main
mounting bar will snap onto the mounting point
located on the front of the wheelchair

A metal tightening clamp located on the end on
the main mounting bar will allow the user to
select the amount of pressure that is placed on
the front mounting point.

A magnetic collar will be placed on the front
mounting point of the wheelchair and connect to
another magnet located on the front end of the
main mounting bar.

Much like the tightening clamp, this will allow the
user to decide on the amount of pressure placed
on the front of the wheelchair. However, the
maximum amount of pressure that can be placed
is much lower than that of the tightening clamp.

Similar to the steel tie except that the maximum
amount of pressure that can be placed is even
lower, but given the flexibility of fabric, it will
allow for more universal mounting.

Figure 11. Possible Design Solutions for Front Mounting Problem
These designs were then taken and placed into a weighted decision matrix, as shown in Table 6
There was more weight placed on universal mounting and secure clamping since the two
criteria are the most essential the success of our design. The resulting analysis concluded that
the tightening clamp offered the best solution to the issue of front mounting since it gives the
user more control over how much pressure they want to apply to the front of the wheelchair
frame. It also allows for it to be used with a wider variety of wheelchairs since it can be
adjusted to fit a variety of diameters.
Table 6. Weighted Decision Matrix for the Conceptualized Front Mounting Designs
PLASTIC CLIP
CRITERIA

TIGHTENING
CLAMP

MAGNETS

STEEL TIE

FABRIC TIE

WEIGHT SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL

Universal
Mounting
Secure Clamping

0.3

3

0.9

3

0.9

3

0.9

4

1.2

4

1.2

0.35

3

1.05

5

1.75

4

1.4

3

1.05

2

0.7

Simplicity

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

2

0.2

4

0.4

4

0.4

Manufacturability

0.15

3

0.45

3

0.45

2

0.3

4

0.6

4

0.6

Inexpensive

0.1

3

0.3

4

0.4

2

0.2

3

0.3

3

0.3

TOTAL

3

3.8*

3

3.55

3.2

2.1.4 Brakes
The next major component of our design is our braking system. The brakes must be both easy
to use as well as function as a reliable method of turning the wheelchair with agility and
quickness. We would also like our system to come with an integrated parking brake; however,
since most wheelchairs already come with some form of braking for stationary scenarios, we
decided not to include this as one of our criteria. Figure 12 shows some of the design concepts
that our team came up for this task.

Figure 12. Ideation Concepts for Braking System
Table 7 depicts the weighted decision matrix that includes the various braking system designs
that we were comparing with each other. From this decision matrix, the design that agrees
most with the engineering specifications is the vertical grips with hand brakes.
Table 7. Weighted Decision Matrix for Braking System
Button
Push
Electrically
Activated Outwards on
Activated
Brake on
Lever for
Brakes
Lever
Brakes
WEIGHT SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL
Vertical Grip
with Brake

CRITERIA

Horizontal
Grip with
Brake

Breaks
Located on
Footrest

Ease of
steering

0.30

5

1.5

5

1.5

2

0.6

3

0.9

2

0.6

4

1.2

Off the shelf
components

0.20

5

1

5

1

3

0.6

3

0.6

2

0.4

1

0.2

0.20

4

0.8

4

0.8

3

0.6

2

0.4

1

0.2

5

1

0.10

5

0.5

5

0.5

3

0.3

4

0.4

1

0.1

3

0.3

0.20

5

1

4

0.8

4

0.8

4

0.8

3

0.6

2

0.4

Functions at
high speeds
safely
Handles
rough
terrain
Lightweight
for easier
attachability
TOTAL

4.8

4.6

2.9

3.1

1.9

3.1

2.2 CONCEPT DESIGN
Using the analysis conducted in the previous section, we were able to come up with a final
design that consisted of the best concepts for each feature previously mentioned. The following
sections will discuss our preliminary CAD model, as well as covering our concept prototype.

2.2.1 Discussion of Preliminary CAD
Figure 13 shows a preliminary CAD model pf the design we chose to create. Our design will
make use of the quick release mounting that is standard with most Ti-Lite wheelchairs. Point
“A” shows where the quick release mounting pin will be inserted on our design. Given that this
location is where the rear wheel and sprocket, which is point “B” in the figure above. Point “C”
indicates the front mounting mechanism that will be used to connect the main mounting bar to
the front of the wheelchair frame. The slot located on the front of our mounting bar, indicated
by point “D”, is where our front sprocket will be located. Our adjustable lever will be connected
to this sprocket through the hole located and s labeled by point “E”.

Figure 13. CAD Model of Concept Prototype

2.2.2 Concept Prototype
We were able to build a prototype of the model that was modeled as seen in Figure 14. We
assembled this prototype out of wood we cut using a high-pressured water jet cutter. This
prototype helped us demonstrate the function of multiple components of the wheelchair. We
were able to test which designs are feasible and which we need to adjust. The Figure below
shows the concept prototype we assembled; the retro-direct drive gear mechanism is shown
with string attached to each respective gear.

Figure 14. Concept Prototype Assembled from Wood Cut Pieces
From this prototype we were able to validate the locations of the mounting points on our CAD
model. We did have to make some adjustments such as adjusting for the bracket located near
the quick release pin and moving the location of the front mounting mechanism. We also
miscalculated the size of the rear tire, so what is pictured in the porotype is not to scale of what
our final design will look like. Lastly, the braking system was not included in this prototype, as
its main function was to validate our mounting locations.

2.3 CONCEPT JUSTIFICATION
Our concept model best fulfills our specification and criteria in the practicality and functionality
area of our concept. We were able to attach the gears at a fixed point that did not completely
fulfill or specifications of being universal. However, the lever system on our concept model is
adjustable the slot that was created in the handle part that could be tightened using a nut and
bolt combination. Additionally, the retro-direct chain system was spaced out correctly and was
assessed to be functional with the string used to simulate the chain system. Furthermore, we
were able to attach the entire system to the quick release mounting point and the leg rest bars.

Some hazards of our device would be the gears being a pinch point for others near the
wheelchair. Since our attachment does extend from the wheelchair, the gears are able to catch
onto things nearby the sides of the wheelchair. Another hazard is how secured the attachment
is the mounting point and if we are to make the attachment universal. As our sponsored
mentioned, we must take into consideration the angle of the leg rest bars since there are a
variety of angles that they can be made into.
Another main factor we must acknowledge is if we can make the attachment change into
different lengths for the comfortability of the user. We also need to make sure we can attach
the gears at different locations that can change the location of the lever which will maximize
the force for different arm lengths. Lastly, we ran into a complication in where the mounting
point interfered with the attachment that did let it fit comfortable and made it unstable. We
must make sure that the mounting axle and the arm rests do not interfere with the attachment.

2.4 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This document signifies the completion of our second major deliverable of the design process.
Our next major report that is due is the CDR on February 8th. As shown in Figure 15 below, most
of our time between now and then will consist of creating a detailed CAD of our final prototype,
as well as running stress analysis simulations on the CAD to make sure it will be able to
withstand the required forces.

Figure 15. Gantt Chart Outlining the Required Tasks Before CDR
The completion of those two tasks will be essential for our Interim Design review as this is
where we will get approval to enter the manufacturing stage of our final prototype. During this
stage we will develop a manufacturing plan that will lay out what procedures will be needed to
build our prototype, as well as set up some preliminary tests for our final design. These tests
will mainly focus on stress analysis as well as the implementation of go no-go gauges on critical
mounting locations. Table 8 below shows a list of our planned purchases during this phase of
design.

Table 8. List of Prices for Materials Needed
ITEM
Stock Metal
Brake Calipers
Brake Levers
Sprockets
Bicycle Tires
Bike Chain

PRICE
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

For a broader view of design process for the entire year, you can reference the Gantt charts
located in Appendix A.II.4.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
The overall purpose of this report is to outline and discuss the process in our design that we
ultimately used to create our concept prototype. We discussed the initial ideation and decision
matrices that were utilized to arrive to the final design that was later constructed to visualize
and understand any key improvements that could be made on our final design. We took a
different approach when finding design alternatives. We focused on five different features that
we believe are important and should have different designs created so our final design can
incorporate the best design for each feature.
Additionally, we discussed the justification for our concept prototype design so that we can
further improve it and create a product our sponsor needs and enjoys. We plan on using bike
parts that can purchased at any bike store as requested by our sponsor. Furthermore, we plan
on using our wooden model to create our final product out of aluminum or another lightweight
material. Our final product will have to consider stress points that we will calculate to make
sure our product is safe.

PART III: CRITICAL DESIGN REPORT
3.1 SYSTEM DESIGN
The final design of the attachment consists of four subsystems: the crossbar, the front
mounting mechanism, the lever, the retro direct gearing system, and the braking system. Our
proposed final design can be seen below in Figure 15.

Figure 16. System Assembly
We will be machining the crossbar, lever, and various adaptors ourselves, but all other
components will consist of off the shelf commercially available parts to reduce costs and allow
for customization from the user. The amount of material needed for load bearing components
manufactured in house was determined using FEA. All manufactured components will be made
of Aluminum 6061 in order to keep the attachment as light as possible while still providing
structural integrity.

3.1.1 Crossbar
The crossbar will serve as the integration mechanism for all other subsystems and is shown in
Figure 16 below. Since the quick release mounting (point 1) that is typically used for the rear
wheels of wheelchairs will now be utilized as a mounting point for the cross bar, a rear fork
(point 2) was added to serve as the new location of the rear wheel mounting. The rear fork will
be large enough to accommodate a maximum tire size of 700c which correlates to an outer
diameter tire size of 26 in. Attachment points will also be included for the front mounting (point
3), chain gear (point 4), idler gear bracket (point 5), and brake calipers (point 6).

Figure 17. Crossbar CAD

3.1.2 Front Mounting

The original plan for the front mounting system was to have a cylindrical divot on the crossbar
that would fit onto the front of the wheelchair frame, and then be held in place by a tightening
clamp that would be placed on the opposite end and fitted with bolts. This design is shown
below in Figure 17.

Figure 18. Old Front Mounting Design
However, we realized that this setup would not allow for alternative mounting configurations
and each crossbar would have to be custom fitted to the desired wheelchair. The decision was
then made to utilize RAM mounts as our front mounting mechanism and is shown below in
Figure 18. RAM Mounts makes products that feature a ball and socket joint with the ability to
tighten and fix the joint. They make this design in several different sizes. We chose their C size
components because of the balance between strength and size allotment considerations. By
utilizing RAM mounts the number of mounting positions is now exponentially greater and thus
allows for adaptability to different wheelchair designs.

Figure 19. RAM Mount Mounting System

3.1.3 Lever

The lever will serve as the driving mechanisms for the retro direct drive. A pin release system,
shown below in Figure 19, will be utilized on the lever in order to allow for height adjustability
so as to increase the amount of torque produced, or simply allow for a more comfortable
experience depending on the size of the rider. The diameter of the upper portion of the lever
will be 0.88 inches, which is a standard diameter for many bicycle and motorcycle handlebars.
By conforming to this standard, we will be able to find readily available grips and braking levers
that will attach to out lever without any modifications. The lever will be mounted to the
crossbar/front sprocket with the use a custom adaptor, also shown below in Figure 5 that we
will manufacture ourselves.

Figure 20. Lever Assembly Components

3.1.4 Retro Direct Drive

The retro-direct drive will serve our means of manual propulsion. Figure 20 below shows the
basic mechanics of a retro-direct drive. Essentially by including two rear sprockets and an idler
gear into a single gear setup, you can generate forward propulsion regardless of which way the
chain gear is spinning.

Figure 21. Retro-Direct Drive Schematic

Figure 21 below shows the retro-direct system that will be used in our design. It was
recommended to us by Foothill Cyclery that we use chain gear of at least 46T and ring gears of
at least 18T, and thus those are the sizes used in our model.

Figure 22. Retro-Direct Drive Assembly
There are two components that we will need to manufacture for the retro-direct drive, and
those are the mounting bracket for the 13T idler gear shown above in Figure 21, and the hub
adaptor shown below in Figure 22.

Figure 23. Rear Hub Assembly
Since the threads on a typical bike hub aren’t long enough to accommodate two ring gears, we
will need an adaptor in order to include both ring gears in our rear fork.

3.1.5 Brakes
The original plan for the braking system was to have a disk brake setup, which would allow the
user to change their tire size if they so desired. However, the use of disk brakes on a single
speed gearing system is rare, and thus the hubs that would allow for such implementation are
expensive and would greatly increase the price since they would have to be custom built. The
decision was then made to go with a much more standard v-brake system which would not
require any modification of the hub and is instead mounted on to the rear fork itself. Given that
v-brake calipers require mounting for each individual caliper, an adaptor that will fulfill the
needed width requirements will have to be manufactured by us. This is the only change to our
braking system since we will still be able to utilize pull levers attached on the main lever in
order to actuate the calipers. These two elements of our braking system are shown below in
Figure 23.

Figure 24. Brake Assembly Components

3.2 DESIGN JUSTIFICATION
During the initial phases of our design process, our team set certain performance specifications
that we intend our project to meet. These specifications include wight capacity, product width,
speed, and force requirements. Although actual testing would be needed to validate that our
design will meet our specifications, we were able to do some preliminary analysis to in order to
justify our weight capacity, and speed/force requirement specifications.

3.2.1 Crossbar Analysis
The crossbar will be responsible for most of the load bearing of our system. It will also be the
largest component that we will have to manufacture and thus will make up most of the weight
in our system. As previously stated, we are using Aluminum 6061 for this reason in order to
reduce weight, while still having a high yield strength.
There were certain constraints that we had to abide by when designing the crossbar. The front
section of the bar had to be at least 1.92” in length in order to account for the length of the
quick release pin, also, the gap in the rear fork has to be able to accommodate the tire and two
rear sprockets. This distance may change once we finalize the brand of tire we are using, but for
now we decided to that a gap width of 5.5” would be enough. The thickness of the crossbar has
to be greater than 0.5” since diameter of the quick release pin and the threaded ball joint are
both 0.5”. We decided that a thickness of 1” would be enough to accommodate these
requirements.
we ran two different loading scenarios for our FEA simulations, the first scenarios consisted of a
load of 100lbs, and represents a user weight of 200lbs, which is a typical weight we assume the
attachment will experience. The second scenarios consisted of a load of 150lbs and represented
a maximum weight capacity of 300 lbs. Both loads were applied to the quick release mounting

point due to its proximity to the center of gravity of the wheelchair, and both the front and rear
fork mounting locations were fully constrained.
Figure 24 one below shows the resulting stresses from the 100 lb. loading scenario. We
experienced a max stress of 3500 psi, but this was only at one point, inside the thread for the
front mounting. All other areas that experienced higher stresses only saw values of around
1800 psi. Despite the high localized stress. we still achieved a FOS of 2.28, which gives us
confidence in the strength of our design.

Figure 25. Stress Analysis for 100 lb. Load
Figure 26 below show the resulting stresses from the 150 lb. loading scenario. We experienced
a max stress of 5260 psi, but this was again localized to a small portion of the thread located in
the front mounting. All other areas that experienced higher stresses only saw values of around
2700 psi. This resulted in a FOS of 1.5, which although much lower than that of the 100 lb. load,
we believe this value is good enough considering that it is for a maximum loading scenario.

Figure 26. Stress Analysis for 150 lb. Load

Figures 27 and 28 below shows the resulting displacement from our simulation. It is
recommended that the vertical displacement of a beam should not exceed the length of the
beam divided by 180. This correlates to a maximum allowable displacement of 0.18”. As shown
in the figures, we had a maximum displacement of 0.018” for the 150 lb. case, and 0.012” for
the 100 lb. case. Given these values, we are confident in the rigidity of our design.

Figure 27. Displacement Results for 100 lb. Load

Figure 28. Displacement Results for 150 lb. Load

3.2.2 Gear Ratios

Our wheelchair drive system will use sprockets commonly found on bicycles. In order to pick
out proper gear ratios for our system we talked with several people at foothill cyclery who had
customized bicycles. All said, that because of our long crank lever arm, a gear ratio of 2.5 or less
would be a sufficient blend of speed vs torque for our system. Because we are trying to use
common bike parts in our design, we were limited by the availability of various teeth sizes. We

ended up deciding on tooth counts of 46T for the front and 18T for the rear which puts us at a
ratio of 2.55. This is close enough for our design.

3.2.3 RAM Mount Loading Test
For the RAM mounts, instead of adding them to the crossbar and running a simulation on the
assembly, we instead decided to test it in a more practical manner. Since the RAM mounts are
made of stainless steel, our concern with them was not whether they could handle the load,
but whether there would be enough friction between the bar and the u-joint collar in order to
prevent it from slipping.
To test it, we tightened the collar onto the front leg of our wheelchair and applied a 180lb load.
At first there was some slipping, but after further tightening the collar, the mount stayed in
place. In actuality, the mount would never experience a load of that magnitude, so we are
confident in our decision to utilize RAM mounts for our front mounting.

3.2.4 Assembly Weight
One of the specifications we had previously set was to have a weight of less than 15lbs our
entire system, meaning a wight of 7.5lbs for each side. Currently, our CAD assembly is sitting at
4.5lbs for one side. This is assuming all manufactured components are made of aluminum, and
off the shelf parts are made of stainless steel. Also, the weight of the tires was not included in
our assembly, but since the average weight of a road tire is roughly 2lbs, we are not concerned
about the increase in weight that will be added.

3.2.5 Cost Estimates
Although our group knows what parts we will need to build our design, we are still waiting to
hear from Foothill Cyclery as to whether the parts we need are available, or if they need to find
substitutes for us. For that reason, the iBOM shown in Table 9 below, and referenced in
Appendix D are simply estimates made for the type of parts we need based on online examples.

Table 9. Assembly iBOM
Assy
Level

Part
Number

0
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

10000
11000
11100
12000
12100
12200
12300
13000
13100
13200
13300
13400
13500
14000
14100
14200
14300
15000
15100
15200
15300
15400
15500
16000
16100
16200
16300
16400
16500
16600
17000
18000
19000
20000

Descriptive Part Name

Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3 Lvl4
Chassis Assembly
Crossbar
Aluminum Stock
Mounting Assembly
Tough Ball Ram Mount
U-Shape Ram Mount
Double End Socket Ram Mount
Retro Direct Assembly
Driving Sprocket
Racheting Gears
Idler Gear
Chain
Idler Gear Arm
Brake Assembly
Brake Trigger
Bowden Cable
Brake Pad
Wheel Assembly
Single Speed Free Wheel Hub
Hub Adaptor
Tire tubing
Tire Treads
Gear Spacer
Lever Assembly
Lower Lever
Upper lever
Lower lever Mount
Hand Grip
Spacer
Lever Adjustment Pin
Bearings
Bolts
Screws
Thread-Mount Idler Rotary Shafts

Total Parts

Qty

2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
65

Part
Cost

$300
$300
$150
$50
$50
$50
$95
$40
$40
$0
$15
$0
$40
$40
$170
$160
$0
$10
$0
$0
$350
$150
$100
$0
$30
$20
$50
$80
$50
$30
$60
$1,325

3.3 MANUFACTURING PLAN
The following is a list of the parts we will be manufacturing in the on-campus machine shop. For
each component a detailed description and list of steps is provided to show how each part will
be manufactured. All processes for manufacturing of these parts will be performed in Mustang
60 or in the Hangar on campus.

3.3.1 Crossbar
This is the largest part we will be manufacturing. The crossbar is the center piece of the
assembly that houses all other major components. It must be the most structurally sound
component of the design since it bears the most load. This part will be made from aluminum

stock purchased from Coast Aluminum. The steps below are the manufacturing steps we will
follow to manufacture the crossbar.
Step 1: The crossbar will be manufactured utilizing the waterjet cutter in Mustang 60. Since the
crossbar is a simple shape, we can cut out the outline of the crossbar in one pass using the
waterjet cutter.
Step 2: After cutting the top plane outline of the crossbar, a manual mill will be used to: cut the
1/2 inch deep slots for placement of the wheel, drill and tap a 1/2 inch hole for the RAM mount
attachment on the nose of the crossbar, drill and ream 1/2 inch hole for the pin attachment in
the center of the crossbar, drill and tap 5/16 inch hole for front shaft, drill and tap two 1/4 inch
holes for the attachment of the idler gear arm, drill and ream 1/4 inch hole for attachment of
the caliper brake, and mill 1/2 inch slots for attachment of the bicycle wheels.

3.3.2 Lever System
There are three separate parts involved in manufacturing the lever drive system. All three parts
will be manufactured out of aluminum rods purchased from Coast Aluminum. The lever system
converts user input force to forward movement of the wheelchair.
Front Sprocket Mount
The most complex part to manufacture is the front sprocket mounting piece. This part mounts
to the driving sprocket which takes the input rotation. This piece will be manufactured using
the HAAS CNC machine in Mustang 60.
Upper and Lower levers
These parts will be manufactured from aluminum rods purchased from Coast Aluminum. The
lower lever will be purchased as a hollow pipe that the upper lever can easily slide up and down
on for lever height adjustment capabilities. To manufacture these parts a manual lathe and mill
will be used.
Step 1: The manual lathe will be used to achieve the desired diameters for the upper and lower
levers. The lower bar shell is slightly larger than the upper bar, so the upper bar can fit snug
into the shaft and can also move for adjustment of the lever height.
Step 2: After the lathe is used to obtain the desired diameters, a manual mill will be used to drill
1/4 inch holes along the upper lever for pin adjustability.
Step 3: Press the lower lever into the front sprocket mount using a hydraulic press.

3.3.3 Hub Adapter
The hub adapter will be made from stainless steel provided by the machine shop on campus.
The hub adapter is an important feature of the retro-direct drive chain assembly. This adapter

allows two ratcheting gears to be placed on a single speed hub. This is vital for the retro-direct
drive gear train.
Step 1: The first part we need to manufacture is the cup itself. This cup will be machined using a
manual lathe to remove outer material to achieve the correct final diameter.
Step 2: External threads through single point threading on the manual lathe is the next
manufacturing step to ensure the cup can screw onto the hub and extend the amount of thread
space available. This will allow the placement of two ratcheting gears on the same single speed
wheel hub.

3.3.4 Idler Gear Arm
The idler gear arm attaches to the crossbar and holds the rotation of the idler gear. This part is
crucial for the gear train.
Step 1: The idler gear arm is manufactured using the water jet cutter in Mustang 60 to cut out
the main features of the part.
Step 2: Tap the 1/4 inch hole outlined by the waterjet cutter.

3.3.5 Idler Gear
The idler gear attaches to the shaft on the idler gear arm. This gear reroutes the chain to allow
for retro-direct drive.
Step 1: 3d print the top and bottom parts to the idler gear.
Step 2: Press both top and bottom portions of the idler gear using a vice to house the bearing.

3.3.6 Final Assembly
Assembly of our design will be made possible with the help of Foothill Cyclery and tools within
Mustang 60. With the professional help from Foothill Cyclery, we are able to route the cables
for the brakes and purchase the correct parts for the retro-direct drive gear train. Using
fastening parts purchased from McMaster, bicycle components purchased from Foothill
Cyclery, and our manufactured components, we are able to fully assemble the wheelchair
attachment system.

3.4 DESIGN VERIFICATION PLAN
The purpose of the design verification plan is to create a detailed list of all the tests we are
going to conduct on our final product to make sure we are compliant with our specifications. In
our plan, we listed how each test will be conducted as well as who will be conducting the test
and verifying that the final product is complaint within specifications. The full design plan can
be viewed in Appendix A.III.1.

3.4.1 Safety
The lever propulsion system has been modeled to carry the maximum weight that is displayed
on the warning label of the wheelchair that we are using (240 lb). It is important that our bar
does not deflect when there is a load caused by the weight of the user. The testing procedure
for this specification is constraining our mounting bar on both ends and applying of force equal
to the maximum weight at the quick release pin location. Additionally, we will continue to apply
a force on the bar at to see how much force the bar is able to withstand until there is about a
1/16th in. of deflection (U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission). The deflection that we
chose as our parameter is smaller than the allowable deflection that is theoretically calculated
from a simple beam deflection.
After manufacturing our lever and mounting bar, we expect that our final product does not
have any sharp edges or any shavings that could harm the user or cause a failure in our
product. We are focusing on the bar and lever as there is more direct contact with user. This
test will be conducted with visual verification and touch that there is no potential harm to the
user.
With our improved propulsion system, braking will be very important as the user will be
potentially going at a speed that will be difficult to stop by hand. In our design plan, we will be
using v brakes. V-brakes operate using pads to clamp down on the rim of the wheel and use
friction to stop the tire from rotating. According to the United States Consumer Product Safety
Commission, a bike with handbrakes should brake at around 15ft going 15 mph. Therefore, we
will be testing the wheelchair with our attachments to brake at around 10 ft going at 10 mph.
Furthermore, we will also be testing the braking distance when the tire is wet, or it passes
through a pool of water. We have a specification of 15ft of braking distance for a wet tire. We
will be conducting this test by reaching the desired velocity verified by a phone app and
measuring the distance from when the brakes were initiated to the location of the wheelchair
at a complete stop.

3.4.2 Usability
With safety in mind, we also want to test the top speed of our attachment without an of the
parts or mounting points falling apart. Since our attachment will be used for outdoor purposes,
we want to make sure there is an appropriate range of speed that the user will be able to use
without causing a failure in our retro direct drive system. We will again test this using a speed
application on our phone and a verification that nothing came loose or broke (Appadvice).
Although the purpose of the attachment is to improve the efficiency of the propulsion of the
wheelchair, we want to maintain the maneuverability of the original wheelchair. In order to test
the maneuverability, we will compare the time and errors made from the original wheelchair to
the wheelchair with the attachments during an obstacle course that our group will make. We
will be using cones and obstacles to test both.
Another specification is that the time to assemble will be no more than 10 minutes. We expect
to test this by using a timer and attaching our product to both sides of the wheelchair. We will

not be assembling the entire product within this time, but only attaching the mounting point
and making sure there is enough clearance for our product.
The weight of the attachment is an important specification that we must keep in mind as it can
make the propulsion less effective if there is more mass needed to move. Additionally, the user
intends to carry these attachments so that they are readily available. Our specification requires
that the maximum weight of our attachment is 15 lbs.
An additional specification that will we need to consider is the additional width our attachment
will add to the wheelchair. Any wheelchair with our product will need to fit through a 36 in.
door. This test will be conducted by verifying that the wheelchair we are using does fit through
a standard 36 in. door.

3.4.3 Comfortability
A test that we will be conducting is making sure that the force applied to the lever arms are
comfortable for the user. We will have different users test the force needed to go on a level
ground and path that is slightly inclined. We will not be measuring the grade as we want to
know if our gear ratios are comfortable for the user. We do plan on making sure that the gears
can be changed depending on the user.
Lastly, we will be testing the comfortability of the different lever heights that we will be
implementing to accommodate for different user profiles. We will have different pilots test the
lever heights and get feedback on which height they recommend more, and which have less
force input.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this document served to highlight the changes made to our design since our last
design review, as well as the justification for these changes. Simulations were used to justify
our system, specifically static stress simulations on the crossbar were used in order to verify of
weigh bearing specification. Testing procedures were also put in place that would allow us to
verify the validity of all our other specifications. A manufacturing plan was also made that gives
instructions on how to make certain components, as well as their assembly. The total cost of
our design is based off estimates since we are still waiting to see if the components, we need
are available. Our next steps will be getting our parts, and then, pending approval from our
sponsor, begin manufacturing of our final design.

PART IV: FINAL DESIGN REPORT
4.1 DESIGN UPDATES
Since the critical design review, some slight modifications were made to the design in order to
properly the accommodate the needed retro-direct gearing system and eliminate any

interreference that the chain was causing with other components. These changes mainly
affected the crossbar. Changes regarding the type of calipers used in the braking system were
also made.

4.1.1 Crossbar
During the manufacturing process for our wheelchair attachment, we noticed that the crossbar
didn’t provide enough outward clearance for the chain in order for it properly be routed over
the rear sprockets. In order to fix this, an extra 1” of sickout material was added at the
chainring and idler bracket mounting points in order to provide enough clearance with the tire.
Figure 29 showcases the changes to the crossbar design.

Figure 29. Old (left) and New (right) Crossbar Designs

4.1.2 Brake Calipers

The decision was also made to go from v-calipers to road calipers in our braking system. This
decision was made largely to streamline the design and reduce the number of manufactured
components that would be needed. The v-brake calipers have two mounting point that would
require the need of an adaptor in order to be integrated into the crossbar. On the other hand,
road calipers utilize a single mounting point that is much easier to integrate onto the crossbar.
Although v-brakes do provide more braking force, given our weight requirements, the braking
force provided by road calipers should be more than enough. Figure 30 below shows the
integration onto the crossbar of both v-brakes and road calipers, with road calipers providing a
much simpler setup.

Figure 30. Old (left) and New (right) Caliper Integration Methods

4.2 MANUFACTURING
The following is a list of the parts we will be manufacturing in the on-campus machine shop.
These parts were procured using knowledge from manufacturing classes on how to operate
various manufacturing machines. During procurement there were challenges and lots to learn
from through manufacturing each individual part. This is described in the following sections
below. The price to manufacture each component is outlined in the final project budget in
appendix A.IV.1.

4.2.1 Crossbar
The crossbar is the largest part to manufacture. This piece acts as the backbone for the
wheelchair attachment system, connecting all the other manufactured parts for this project.
The crossbar is manufactured from a solid aluminum block purchased using funds provided by
the sponsor. A waterjet cutter from the machine shop on campus, Mustang 60, was used to cut
out the outline of the crossbar. Refer to figure 31 for a detailed image of the top plane of the
crossbar. After the outline was cut, various post processing steps were followed as outlined in
section 3.3 Manufacturing Plan.

Figure 31. CAD Model of crossbar showing the outline of the crossbar that the waterjet cutter
will follow.
Challenges encountered through procurement of the crossbar include issues with the post
processing steps. The size of the crossbar limited which manufacturing machines we were able
to use to drill the necessary holes. However, through the use of various clamps and testing
different orientations the necessary steps were able to be completed.
Procurement of the crossbar was successful and met the customer needs of being relatively
lightweight (weighs close to 10 lbs) and easy to carry. Recommendations for future
procurement include utilizing a CNC machine to further remove unnecessary material and
decrease its overall weight.

4.2.2 Lever System
The Lever System involves manufacturing 3 different parts. These parts are shown in the figures
below.
Front Sprocket Mount
The front sprocket mount connects the lower lever to the driving sprocket, allowing input force
to be translated to driving force on the back wheels. This piece was manufactured using a CNC
mill in the Advanced Manufacturing Lab at Cal Poly. This part was made from a solid aluminum
cylinder donated by chief shop techs in the hangar at Cal Poly. Figure 32 below shows an image
of the CAD and final manufactured part for the front sprocket mount.
Challenges encountered through procurement of the front sprocket mount include removing
enough material from the aluminum cylinders to achieve the desired dimensions. This put lots
of stress on the CNC mill and produced lots of aluminum chips, however after much patience
the part was successfully procured.

Figure 32. CAD Model (left) and Manufactured (right) Front Sprocket Mount
Upper and Lower levers
These parts were manufactured from aluminum rods purchased and provided by the sponsor.
Not many manufacturing steps were needed to produce the upper and lower levers. A band
saw was used to cut the rods to their desired dimensions and a manual mill was used on the
upper lever to turn the rod to its desired diameter. With the designed dimensions in place, a
mill was used to drill 1/4 inch holes in the upper and lower lever for adjustability of the lever
height. Refer to Figure 33 for an image of the fully assembled lever system.

Figure 33. Assembled Upper and Lower Lever with Pin Adjustment

4.2.3 Hub Adaptor
The hub adaptor is used to extend the external threading on the bicycle wheels so two
ratcheting gears can be placed on the same wheel hub. This part is manufactured from an
aluminum cylinder provided by Mustang 60. This part is procured using the CNC lathe in the
Advanced Manufacturing Lab at Cal Poly. The external threads are made using a process called
single point threading. Figure 34 below shows the aluminum cylinder after this process has
been done.
Procuring the hub adaptor was challenging since the process of single point threading had to be
learned through the expertise of the chief shop techs and was not covered fully within
manufacturing classes. At first, it was challenging for the threads to engage with the wheel hub,
however after the threads were thoroughly cleaned, they were successfully able to extend the
external threading on the wheel hubs.

Figure 34. Single Point Threading Process on CNC Lathe

4.2.4 Idler Gear Arm
The idler gear arm is an important part for the wheelchair attachment system. This part holds.
the idler gear and maintains tension within the bike chain. This part is manufactured from
aluminum stock provided by the sponsor. To procure this part the waterjet cutter in Mustang
60 is used to cut out the outline and main features. Figure 35 below shows both the CAD model
and the fully manufactured piece.
There were little challenges with the manufacturing of this component. Since its geometry is
relatively simple, the part can be fully manufactured utilizing the waterjet cutter.

Figure 35. CAD Model (left) and Manufactured (right) Idler Gear Arm

4.2.5 Idler Gear
The idler gear attaches to the shaft on the idler gear arm. This gear reroutes the chain to allow
for retro-direct drive. The gear is procured using a 3d printer to print both the top and bottom
portions of the gear. The idler gear is printed into two pieces so that the bearing can be pressed
into the middle of the gear. Figure 36 below shows the idler gear within the retro-direct drive
gear train.
Challenges with procuring the idler gear include printing the teeth so they mesh correctly with
the bike chain. Additional challenges include finding the correct settings on the 3d printer so
the prints come out as clean and strong as possible. After several iterations and printing
attempts, the idler gear was successfully printed. Changes to how the idler gear is
manufactured for future procurement include using aluminum rather than plastic for the gear’s
composition to prevent chipping of the gear teeth.

Figure 36. Idler Gear Assembled in Gear Train

4.2.6 Final Assembly
With the help of foothill cyclery to route the brake cables and using tools within Mustang 60
the attachment was able to be fully assembled. The prototype succeeded in satisfying the
customers wants. The attachment uses mainly off the shelf bicycle components so the
consumer can customize it however they want. The prototype is slim enough to fit through
most common doorways, and the prototype has enough universal adjustment to accommodate
for use with other wheelchairs that have a pin connection.

Figure 37. Picture of Fully Assembled Wheelchair Attachment System

4.3 Design Verification
The following describes the plan and results for the testing of our model. For the most part of
our testing, we need finished model to verify if it meets all specifications. In addition, we will be
describing the approach to each test and the modification to our original design verification
plan as referenced in A.IV.4.

4.3.1 Design Verification Plan
To meet customer specifications, we tested the braking system, maneuverability and main
frame deflection as seen in the test procedures located in A.V.5. As for pass/fail testing, we
analyzed the part’s surface finishing, manufacturing error, and weight. The specifications were
heavily referenced when we wanted to confirm that our final product was completed and
available for our sponsor.
The pass/fail tests were noted and considered throughout our manufacturing process. After
water jetting our main frame and tensioner bracket, we observed that there were some sharp
edges due to the water jet aggregate, but we passed the part as the surface finish was our
main concern. In our manufacturing process, we did not run into any manufacturing error that
was implemented in the final design. We did run into some measurement error that caused
some unalignment on our attachment, but the part was replaced on our final model. As for the
weight verification, since our model utilized aluminum as the main material, our model is very
lightweight and met the weight limit of less than 15lbs for one attachment without
considering the wheel.

4.3.2 Braking

A main concern in our final design was the braking efficiency and distance of our final model. In
our initial model, we wanted to implement disc brakes, but to the structure of our design, we
needed to use braking calipers. The use of braking calipers can result in a larger braking
distance and at times, less efficiency. The setup of this testing consisted of finding a sloped
runway to be able to get to a speed that we believed was common when using our final
product. The speed that we tested was 5 mph. This was measured using the “Speed” iOS
application on an iPhone. We then measured the braking distance after the initial braking
pressure was applied. Due to the newness of our tires, skid marks were present throughout the
entirety of the braking. These skid marks were then measured to account for the braking
distance that is required for such speed. We ran this test five times to see the ranges in braking
distance that can be seen in Table 10 below.
Table 10. Braking Distance Test Results
Speed [mph] Braking Distance [in]
5
56
5
76
5
55
5
80
5
61

An important thing to consider when using any measuring device is the resolution error. In our
case, since we are using a device that approximates the speed of the phone using the GPS
location, we assume that there is error in the resolution. In addition to the error in the speed,
we also have the error from the measuring tape. Therefore, we calculated the uncertainty in the
speed measuring app to be ±0.5 mph. The uncertainty for the measuring tape is ± 1/32”. The
equation below represents how we can get the resolution error.
1
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 = ± (𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
2

4.3.3 Maneuverability

Although our final model is mainly used for outdoor reasons, we still were required to
accommodate for sharp turns since our attachment is unable to go backwards. We used the
poles in front of the Bonderson building to make sure the distance was equal when comparing
a normal wheelchair to a wheelchair with our attachment as seen in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Maneuverability testing location and setup.
To collect a vast variety of data, our group took two tries to time ourselves running through the
course. In addition, we also took two turns in using the original wheelchair. As seen in Table 11,
the time difference between each wheelchair was not significant despite the large difference
in length. We did notice that to turn sharp, we need to strongly grasp the brakes or else the
tires would skid. However, we are sure that our final model meets the specification set by our
customer.
Table 11. Maneuverability testing result for each member.
Group Member
Arturo
Kent
Cesar
Tyler

4.3.4 Deflection

Course Completion Time
(Regular Wheelchair)
Run 1
Run 2
35.8 s
32.3 s
32.5 s
26.40 s
35.6 s
30.1 s
34.7 s
30.7 s

Course Completion Time
(WheelWhip Wheelchair)
Run 1
Run 2
67
51.9
52.6
54.8
35.6
30.1
50
47.5

Our attachment takes on the weight of the user and the force applied to the levers to turn the
wheel using the retro direct drive system. Since we chose a lighter material, we were initially
concerned that the material we chose might deflect or twist that could cause our failure when
operated. However, during our design phase, we implemented fillets and a wider cross area
close to the areas we believed were concentrated with stress to prevent any failures from
happening as seen in Figure 39.

Clamped

150 lbs

Figure 39. Weight Location on attachment bar.
The test that was conducted for the deflection of our bar was applying a 150 lbs to the center
of the attachment where the pin connection is located, thus measure the deflection caused by
the applied load. As seen in Table 12, it is safe to say that the deflection is not to be concerned
off since we believe that this deflection is safe, and it will not fail when operated.
Table 12. Deflection results.
Load (lbf)
150
150
150

Deflection (in)
.065
.0675
.07

4.3.5 Testing Conclusions

Overall, we had the opportunity to complete the main tests that we wanted so that our sponsor
can verify that we met all the specifications. We wanted to reach a higher speed when we were
testing the braking system because we wanted to simulate the speed going down the hill. The
caster wheels did not allow us to reach a speed higher than 8 mph as they would start to flutter
and eventually reach a 90-degree angle that stopped the wheelchair’s motion causing the user
to fling out of the chair. In addition, we were not able to find the maximum speed that would
make the attachment safe other than the caster wheels itself. However, we believe that this is
not a significant negative outcome as speed was not the goal for this attachment. In all, the
model passed all our tests and performed better than we believed as compared to the original
wheelchair.

4.4 DISCUSSION AND RECOMENDATIONS
Although we managed to achieve creating a successful prototype attachment that utilizes a
retro direct gearing system. We leave this project with certain recommendations for future
iterations.

Regarding performance, the front wheels of the wheelchair are currently a limiting factor. The
plan was to use a front freewheel attachment in order to remedy the instability that the front
wheels cause at higher speeds, but the lengthened wheelbase of the attachment shifts the
weight of the wheelchair in such a way that the freewheel can’t operate. Our recommendations
for future iterations would be to shorten the wheelbase, or create a custom freewheel
attachment that can handle the adjusted center of gravity. We also noticed that the treads on
regular street tires wear out far too quickly and thus lead to skidding in braking scenarios, so we
recommend using tires with a more aggressive tread in order to fix this. Lastly, we noticed that
the wheelchair tended to slightly sway to one direction on level planes. We believe that this is
due to the fact that different bearings were used on each attachment. This was done because
the right-hand attachment required bearings with left-handed threads, so although the tooth
count the same on both sets of bearings, the bearings on one side were tighter causing the
wheelchair to sway on level planes. For future iterations we recommend figuring out how to
implement right-hand threads on the right-hand attachment in order to make sure the
tightness in the bearings is identical.
Regarding manufacturing, since our sponsor intends to one day have this attachment mass
produced, we recommend casting as the main method of manufacturing for large components
such as the crossbar. This will reduce the amount of waste material and lead to a more efficient
manufacturing process. Also, since the FEA analysis of the crossbar showed that it was
overdesigned, we believe that we can further reduce the weight of the attachment by
streamlining the crossbar design.
Lastly, regarding safety, we would recommend implementing a plastic chain guard over the
retro-direct gearing system in order to prevent loose clothing from getting caught.

4.5 CONCLUSION
Our retro-direct drive system on our chair was a success and proved that this system could be
packaged in an easy to assemble add on for an existing wheelchair. We were able to
successfully manufacture all the necessary components that would adapt off the shelf bike
parts for our project. We were able to keep this assembly light enough to meet the needs of
our sponsor which was well keep it well within our intended maximum weight. We ended up
realizing that our design was slightly too long and could have used some degree of electric
assist for extreme hill climb scenarios or for times when additional maneuverability was
necessary. If we could do it over again, we would have started manufacturing the finalized
design sooner so that we could have implemented some of these ideas and improvements in
the final product. Despite these desires, we are very proud of the final product we designed and
are glad that our sponsor was as happy as we were with our product.
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APPENDICES
A.I.1 Patents
PATENT No. PATENT TITLE
US
Systems and
2008053257 Modeling for
W
Propelling a
Wheelchair [6]

DESCRIPTION
Wheelchair
modeling and
attachments for
increasing
efficiency and
comfort

US

Wheelchair wheel
attachment pin
connection to
from of
wheelchair with
incorporated gear
changing unit.

9,060,906
B2

Wheelchair
Wheel
Attachment and
Gear Change
Adaptor Unit [7]

US 7,900,945 All-Terrain
B1
Wheelchair [8]

Lever operated
wheelchair that
utilizes a bicycle
gear train for
manual
propulsion

US 9,630,680 Two Speed
Where Pedaling
B1
Bicycle
Backward
transmission [9] Provides a Higher
Forward Driving
Speed Ratio

DRAWING

US 3189368A Wheelchair
Driver
Attachment

A.I.2 QPR

A complete
modified
attachment for
wheelchair that
meets most of
our customer’s
needs

A.I.3 Gantt Chart

A.II.1 Ideation Models

Mounting Bar Concepts

Lever Concepts

Front Mounting Concepts

Lever Arm for Spacer Adjustment

Handbrake Concept

Mounting Bracket Concept

Mounting Bar Concept

A.II.2 Decision Matrices
CONCEPT

PLASTIC
CLAMP

TIGHTENING MAGNETIC
CLAMP
ATTRACTION

STEEL
TIE

FABRIC
STRAP

CRITERIA
Universal Mounting

D

S

S

+

+

Secure Clamping

D

+

-

S

-

Simplicity

D

-

S

+

+

Manufacturability

D

S

+

+

+

Inexpensive

D

+

-

S

S

TOTAL (+)

2

1

3

3

TOTAL (-)

1

2

0

1

TOTAL (S)

PLASTIC CLIP
CRITERIA

2

2

2

TIGHTENING
CLAMP

MAGNETS

1

STEEL TIE

FABRIC TIE

WEIGHT SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL SCORE TOTAL

Universal
Mounting
Secure Clamping

0.3

3

0.9

3

0.9

3

0.9

4

1.2

4

1.2

0.35

3

1.05

5

1.75

4

1.4

3

1.05

2

0.7

Simplicity

0.1

3

0.3

3

0.3

2

0.2

4

0.4

4

0.4

Manufacturability

0.15

3

0.45

3

0.45

2

0.3

4

0.6

4

0.6

Inexpensive

0.1

3

0.3

4

0.4

2

0.2

3

0.3

3

0.3

TOTAL

3

3.8*

3

3.55

3.2

1. Vertical
grip with
break

2. Horizontal 3.Breaks
grip with
located on
break
footrest

4. Push
button
break on
lever

5. Push
6. Electrically
outwards activated
on lever for breaks
breaks

Ease of
steering

d

+1

-1

+1

S

+1

Off the shelf
components

a

S

-1

-1

S

-1

t

S

-1

S

-1

+1

u

S

-1

S

-1

-1

Functions at
high speeds
safely
Handles
rough terrain

Lightweight
for easier
attachability
Positives
Negatives
Sum

m

S

-1

+1

-1

-1

x

1

0

2

0

2

x

0

-5

-1

-3

-3

x

1

-5

1

-3

-1

Criteria\Design Idea
Range of Adjustability
On the Fly Adjustment
Reliability
Budget
Design Compatibility
Usability
Manufacturability
Aesthetic
Total:

1
D
A
T
U
M

2
+
+
S
S
-1

3
+
+
S
+
+
+1

4
+
+
S
S
S
S
S
+1

5
+
S
S
S
S
S
-1

6
+
+
S
S
+
0

A.II.3 Design Hazard Checklist

Description of Hazard
The slots used for the gears
could potentially serve as
pinch points
Our attachment is meant for
outdoor usage so it will be
exposed to the elements
often

Planned Corrective Action
Planned Date
Final design will consist of a
TBD
vertical configuration, so slots
will not be needed
Our design will have the proper TBD
coating to protect it from
damage such as oxidation

Actual Date

Exceeding the max weight
capacity could potentially
cause the system to fail

A.II.4 Gantt Charts

Safety factor will be used in our TBD
design to accommodate for this

A.III.1 DVP&R

A.III.2 FMEA

A.III.3 Gantt Chart

A.III.4 Analysis Results

A.III.5 BOM
Assy
Level

0
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Part
Number

10000
11000
11100
12000
12100
12200
12300
13000
13100
13200
13300
13400
13500
14000
14100
14200
14300
15000
15100
15200
15300
15400
15500
16000
16100
16200
16300
16400
16500
16600
17000
18000
19000
20000
Total Parts

Descriptive Part Name

Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3 Lvl4
Chassis Assembly
Crossbar
Aluminum Stock
Mounting Assembly
Tough Ball Ram Mount
U-Shape Ram Mount
Double End Socket Ram Mount
Retro Direct Assembly
Driving Sprocket
Racheting Gears
Idler Gear
Chain
Idler Gear Arm
Brake Assembly
Brake Trigger
Bowden Cable
Brake Pad
Wheel Assembly
Single Speed Free Wheel Hub
Hub Adaptor
Tire tubing
Tire Treads
Gear Spacer
Lever Assembly
Lower Lever
Upper lever
Lower lever Mount
Hand Grip
Spacer
Lever Adjustment Pin
Bearings
Bolts
Screws
Thread-Mount Idler Rotary Shafts

Qty

2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
65

Part
Cost

$300
$300
$150
$50
$50
$50
$95
$40
$40
$0
$15
$0
$40
$40
$170
$160
$0
$10
$0
$0
$350
$150
$100
$0
$30
$20
$50
$80
$50
$30
$60
$1,325

A.IV.1 Final Project Budget

A.IV.2 Risk Assessment

A.IV.3 User Manual
ASSEMBLING THE WHEELCHAIR
1. Attach the u-joint and the double-ended socket to the front of the wheelchair frame

2. Remove the wheelchair wheel by using the quick release pin

3. Attach the crossbar to the wheelchair by utilizing the quick release mounting point

4. Secure the crossbar by connecting the and tightening the ball joint to the free end of the
double-ended socket

5. Repeat steps 1-5 for the opposite side of the wheelchair
MAINTENANCE AND PART REPLACEMENT
Very little active maintenance required on the part of the user. Make sure that caliper pads and
tire treads are not too worn down. Gears, front mounts, tires, and brakes all consist of off the
shelf parts and can be swapped to fit user’s preferences. Chain gear must have a 110mm bolt
pattern to be compatible, rear sprockets consist of one set of r-hand sprockets, and one set of lhand sprockets. Double-ended socket for front mount can be replaced with any other Ram
mount double-ended socket for size C ball joints.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
•
•

Although the attachment itself has been rated for 280 lbs, one should not exceed the
max weight limit for their respective wheelchairs
It is recommended that you not wear clothes that hang off the sides of the wheelchair
and can be potentially caught in the chain

A.IV.4 DVP&R

A.IV.5.1 Deflection

A.IV.5.2 Braking

A.IV.5.3 Maneuverability

